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Man & Cockerel by Nyoman Ridi (Indonesian,Man & Cockerel by Nyoman Ridi (Indonesian,
1945-)1945-)
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PeriodPeriod c.1975c.1975

ArtistArtist Nyoman Ridi (Indonesian, 1945-),Nyoman Ridi (Indonesian, 1945-),
signed by the artist to the lower rightsigned by the artist to the lower right

MediumMedium Mixed media on canvasMixed media on canvas

SizeSize Frame measures 71 x 105 cm / 28 xFrame measures 71 x 105 cm / 28 x
41 1/2 in 41 1/2 in 

FrameFrame Set in original Indonesian heavySet in original Indonesian heavy
carved wood framecarved wood frame

ConditionCondition Good condition. Some little wear toGood condition. Some little wear to
canvas. Frame in good condition andcanvas. Frame in good condition and
ready to hangready to hang

  

  

Man & Cockerel by Nyoman Ridi (Indonesian, 1945-)Man & Cockerel by Nyoman Ridi (Indonesian, 1945-)

Finely painted with great charm and qualityFinely painted with great charm and quality

Signer in the lower right corner: “I Ny: Ridi./ Penestanan./ Ubud.-Bali”.Signer in the lower right corner: “I Ny: Ridi./ Penestanan./ Ubud.-Bali”.
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Set in original Indonesian heavy carved frameSet in original Indonesian heavy carved frame

I Nyoman Ridi was born in Indonesian in 1945. He began to paint under the tuition of local Balinese paintersI Nyoman Ridi was born in Indonesian in 1945. He began to paint under the tuition of local Balinese painters

aged nine. In 1956 he met the Dutch artist and long term Ubud resident Rudolf Bonnet (1895-1978). Nyomanaged nine. In 1956 he met the Dutch artist and long term Ubud resident Rudolf Bonnet (1895-1978). Nyoman

Ridi studied under Bonnet, and his influence is clear to see in his works.Ridi studied under Bonnet, and his influence is clear to see in his works.

  

  

UK mainland delivery.UK mainland delivery.

Please enquire for overseas delivery costs.Please enquire for overseas delivery costs.
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